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Content, like software, is not about technology. It is the embodiment of a method, a 
workflow, a mind. The creator’s burden is to be relevant by merging interaction, aesthetics, 
and contextual information. Knowledge sharing is not just about technology, but it is about 
embracing a mindset of openess. Innovation and creativity stem from open data, open 
information, and open teams. Platforms for data sharing exist, but they can be improved by 
corralling more contributors, and minimizing the barriers to entry. 

Start an article: wiki text 

Wikis are a layered microcosm of 
the web, allowing for embedding 
and organizing content beyond 
traditional, static, slow-to-
reproduce publications. Like good 
software, content should be skill-
scalable, time-scalable, and data-
scalable. For someone who wants 
to learn something in 30 minutes, 
or been asked to brief their 
colleagues on a topic in two days, 
they don’t need a textbook, they 
don’t need 20 peer reviewed 
articles. Content should be created 
by non-experts with niche 
knowledge and experinence. 
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Fluid substitution

Enter the details about two rock layers
Vp and rho are required; if you leave Vs

blank, the app assumes a Vp:Vs ratio of 2.

Adjust the scale with this parameter;
0.1 to 0.5 will usually work; default is 1.0.

Tap here for the reflection coefficient versus 
incidence angle plot, as shown

plots are fetched from Google Charts, an
online service. You must have an internet 

connection to display the plots. 

Notes and annotations about the
current plot appear here. 

Email the input parameters and the chart URL to 
yourself or to a colleague.

We put more detailed documentation on our wiki. 
This button links straight to the page for the app.

Tap here for a quick overview.

Tap here for an AVO gradient vs intercept 
crossplot with the same axis scalar.

Choose from a set of pre-defined fluid 
substitution scenarios and rock types.

AVO*
A handy reflecitivity modeling tool for 
your Android mobile device

Visually build science apps
with the Blocks editor
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AgileWiki contains a catalogue of 
open geoscience data sets to 
coincide with other initiatives like the 
Open Seismic Repository, Virtual 
Seismic Atlas, and OpenEI. The rock 
physics community should seek and 
share standard data sets, editable 
rock property catalogs, with rich 
metadata for the same end goal.
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Agile* apps

Tuning equation Fluid substitution

Build procedures, math, logic, 
control, lists, and graphics

Fun to build, easily extendable,
instant verification

App Inventor 


